Nothing says spring like Tom Gatz’s garden. I took this a picture a
couple of years ago, but I’m sure it’s just as gorgeous this year. Tom
has a pond, desert tortoise habitat, an artistic eye, and the courage to
paint his fence screaming red orange. Photo by Sue Hakala.
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MONTHLY PROGRAM: AT THE CACTI…CATI-CABANA!
Tristan Davis

Photos and Text by

For many in the cacti growing community, Brazilian species are an enigma. A
mysterious group of cacti associated with bizarre things like cephalia and ornithophily.
They are usually labeled with a patented warning about their delicate constitution,
whether it be water, heat, shallow roots, any
temperature below 50°F, or general aversion to
anything close to Arizona conditions.
But it’s all a lie. You’ve been duped! Well at least
somewhat.
Over the past 20 years, I have made it a mission
to prove all the naysayers wrong with varying
success. This presentation will illustrate the
exotic and often bizarre cacti that call Brazil their
native home but that can do perfectly well in your
own backyard. What I can say for sure is that
Brazilian cacti are well worth the effort. If you just
have a little patience, you can be rewarded with
the opportunity to brag to all of your friends that
you can grow goodies like Coleocephalocereus
buxbaumianus; just practice saying it beforehand
to sound like a pro.

Tacinga inamoena

ABOUT TRISTAN
Born into a very "outdoorsy" family, Tristan was introduced to
the natural world at a very young age. His initial interest was
specific to South American birds. His subsequent education
at Louisiana State University and the University of Kansas
allowed him to accompany scientific expeditions to most
South American countries, as well as China, the Philippines
and Equatorial Guinea. It was obvious early on in his travels
that Tristan much preferred those locations with less humidity
(western Peru, the pampas of Argentina, etc.), and this was a
significant reason he moved with his husband to Arizona in
2001.
Once arriving in Arizona, Tristan readily transitioned his
scientific passions to cacti and succulents, and although he
has authored numerous scientific publications related to
ornithology, he published his first paper on desert succulents in 2011 in the Cactus &
Succulent Journal. He’s since participated in botany trips to study agaves in Mexico,
co-authored the description of Agave oteroi and discovered and described a new
species of cactus in Mexico (Thelocactus tepelmemensis). He’s currently working with
Tristan with a Melocactus
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Greg Starr on another agave discovery, a monograph of the ocotillos, as well as working
with South American colleagues on Puya in Peru and Cleistocactus in Bolivia.
As most people know, Tristan's botanical passions are primarily centered around South
American columnar and rare Brazilian cacti and the species ocotillo (Fouquieria).
Additionally, he continues to accompany scientific expeditions to locations around the
world hoping to again get to some desert-like locations.

Parodia turacekianus

Tristan currently resides in Chandler, AZ and is a member of the Central Arizona Cactus
and Succulent Society and the Tucson Cactus and Succulent Society. He served on the
board of directors for CACSS and currently administers the Propagation Education
Group (PEG) and the Seed Depot for the society. Tristan also volunteers in the
Horticulture, Research, and Education departments at the Desert Botanical Garden.
We all love collecting cactus and have our own unique way of growing and displaying
our plants. Many members own greenhouses and care for rows upon rows of potted
cactus. Others plant in the ground, but only cactus. Still others have a mix of cactus,
annuals and perennials. I thought it would be fun to check in with a few CACSS
members and find out what some of their favorite perennial plants are and why they
love growing them.
THIS WILL BE A ZOOM MEETING. Watch for the email to all members with directions.
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FOR YOUR CACTUS GARDEN
By Eric Lundberg, Nancy Popp Mumpton, Tristan
Davis and Wendy Barrett. Conceived and edited by Michelle Schrade.
ERIC LUNDBERG One of my favorite flowering
perennial plants for the Phoenix area is Verbena
lilacina var. ‘De La Mina.’ It hails from Cedros
Island, west of the Baja peninsula, selected for
its heavy flowering and vibrant bluish-purple
color. It is very attractive to butterflies, so be
sure to locate it where you can enjoy the show.
Maturing at two feet high and wide, it is a tidy
plant, requiring no pruning, but benefits from a
yearly light shearing. Classified as a subshrub,
it does not die back to the ground in winter like
most herbaceous perennials. It flowers for
many weeks in cool to warm weather of spring
and autumn, blooming rarely in the extreme
summer heat. One if its strongest attributes is
rabbits and other rodents leave it alone.
Culture is easy with this plant. I planted three in
full sun, based on the recommendation on the
Verbena lilacina var. ‘De La Mina’ by
tag. This was before I learned that “full sun”
Eric.
does not necessarily mean “full Phoenix sun.”
After several years, two faded away during hot
summers, but one is still going strong. They
would certainly do better if shaded in afternoons. They require minimal watering to
survive, more than a cactus or Agave, but less than a Texas sage. I have mine on the
same watering zone as my Sennas and Eremophilas. They are very easy to root and
grow quickly. I plan to try several out in planters as I have read they do very well in that
culture.
NANCY POPP MUMPTON I love my Aloes that are planted in the ground and
especially the hybrid Aloe ‘Safari Rose.’ It starts sending up flower stalks around the
first of the year and blooms vibrantly into late February with many racemes.
Sometimes, it blooms again in late summer. It requires no pruning or fertilizer. I plant in
my regular garden soil and mix in some pumice for good drainage. I water occasionally
in the summer because it is not on irrigation. The hummingbirds also like it. This Aloe,
like many others growing in Phoenix, does not like hot afternoon sun in the summer. I
have it on an east facing wall, with sun until about 1 p.m., and that is perfect.
A second perennial I love is chocolate flower (Berlandiera lyrata). It blooms spring
through fall with flowers that smell like chocolate, especially in the early morning hours.
It likes full sun and is drought tolerant and cold hardy. I do not have irrigation on it and
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water occasionally in summer. The bees love it! It makes nice long lasting cut flowers
with its cheery yellow petals and brown lined undersides.

Aloe ‘Safari Rose’ and right chocolate flower (Berlandieri
lyrata) by Nancy.

TRISTAN DAVIS Baja California senna (Senna purpusii) is one of the most fantastic,
colorful, hardy, and grossly under-used low bush perennials in xeriscape gardens. It
provides year-round color and profuse flowering, and when established, requires little to
no care. And it doesn't hurt that it is seemingly made of steel. This senna has yellow
flowers. However, what make this species stand out are the leaves. They are naturally
dark green, often with reddish edges. The interesting thing about these leaves is when
they are cold or sun-stressed, they turn a dark maroon color. This color contrasts
remarkably with the yellow flowers, but can stand alone as a centerpiece bush, even
without flowers. It flowers most profusely during the dreary winter months. Even the
seed pods it produces are a nice reddish-brown color and are quite attractive hanging
from the branches. This Senna doesn't self-sow, leaving no worries about pulling up
stragglers.
Another huge advantage to growing this species is its slow growth. I planted mine in
2016 as a 20" tall plant; it is barely taller than that now. It is not deciduous and is
extremely hardy. It doesn’t require protection and needs little water. The only time it
gets water in my yard is during summer months when I am watering other plants during
extreme dryness. Even then, the water it gets is mostly incidental (that is, it never really
looks like it needs water!).
If I had to admit one challenge with this plant, it would have to be root-sensitivity when
planting. For such a steely plant, getting it established takes some care. It wasn't until I
made distinct efforts not to disturb the roots when I planted from its pot that the plant
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Senna purpusii and right the leaves and seed pods.

stayed with me. Establishment challenges notwithstanding, I cannot recommend the
Baja California senna enough. It seems to be rarely available. If you find it, grab it!
WENDY BARRETT I love blackfoot daisies (Melampodium leucanthum) (below) which
bloom most of the year. I started with a one gallon pot which grew to 20+ seedlings
over a four foot space. I water 15 minutes with a small sprinkler head monthly in winter
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and every 7-10 days during summer. Mine are growing under a Palo Verde tree, but
they will grow in full sun.
I have a spot with hard-packed soil at the edge of my pool and use (below) golden
dyssodia (Dyssodia pentachaeta), damianita daisy (Chrysactinia mexicana) and desert
marigold (Baileya multiradiata) to fill in. I water weekly with a soaker hose in the
summer.
Special thanks to Eric, Nancy, Tristan and Wendy for their sharing their time and
knowledge.

Any questions, comments and
ideas for newsletter features
should be sent to the editor at
CACSScentralspine@gmail.com

Central Arizona Cactus and
Succulent Society, a 501(c) (3)
non-profit organization,
established in 1973, is an affiliate
of the Cactus and Succulent
Society of America. We are
grateful to the Desert Botanical
Garden for providing our meeting
space and supporting our
projects.

Publication of material in the Central Spine does not imply agreement with the ideas expressed therein by any portion of the
membership of the CACSS, not does it constitute an endorsement or support of any portion of such material by the CACSS, or the
Central Spine, regardless of any position or office held by the author. All such material represents a comment and/or personal
opinion of the author.
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PHOENIX ECOFLORA
Garden

By Jeny Davis, EcoFlora Coordinator, Desert Botanical

The Metro Phoenix EcoFlora is a collaborative community science project of Desert
Botanical Garden and the Central Arizona Conservation Alliance (CAZCA). The project
is making plant science meaningful and open for everyone while we learn about the
biodiversity of our urban desert home. We need your help! This is an opportunity to
contribute to real-life science while studying plants in metro Phoenix, what is happening
with them and how these plants are interacting with other organisms.
The information gathered through this project will provide insight into bigger biodiversity
science questions and contribute to local conservation efforts. The project uses
iNaturalist, a web-based platform and app, to collect observation data with community
scientists and compare that data to historic floristic records. In addition to the overall
project, each month a new EcoQuest searches for specific plants or ecological
interactions, events and social media. The project journal and newsletter keep
everyone connected and learning.
The Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society is invited to join the Metro Phoenix
EcoFlora. The April EcoQuest is searching for all cactus (Cactaceae). Observations
from this EcoQuest can help provide an initial view into species distribution and
occurrence, which can help inform an urban population genetic study and provide
insight into cactus biodiversity.
CACSS is invited to collaborate on this EcoQuest through participation and help with
identification of observations from project members. In addition, the City Nature
Challenge will run from April 30 to May 3. This is the very first year the greater Phoenix
area will participate in this international effort for people to find and document plants and
wildlife in cities across the globe. All that is required is an iNaturalist account and
enthusiasm for discovering urban nature. Any questions can be directed to Jeny Davis
EcoFlora Coordinator https://dbg.org/research-conservation-staff/jeny-davis/
Check out these websites
Metro Phoenix EcoFlora website
Project on iNaturalist
April EcoQuest
April Journal Post
City Nature Challenge
Attached is a link to register for our EcoQuestions session with Tania Hernandez from
Desert Botanical Garden on April 15 at 6 p.m. on Zoom. Anyone is welcome to join the
EcoFlora project. The best way to stay up to date on EcoFlora project happenings is
through our newsletter.
EcoQuestions Registration:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUofuytpj4uEtDxxlVJeaHRD6HahvsOJAp2
CACSS
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WILCOXIA SCHMOLLII

Photos and Text by Elton Roberts

Elton has been recognized as a master grower by the Cactus and Succulent Society of
America. The article is condensed and presented here with his permission.
To me, Wilcoxia will never be an Echinocereus which some have claimed. The plant
was discovered by someone by the name of F. Schmoll. It comes from the Mexican
state of Queretaro. The plant is listed on the endangered species list. All my plants are
on their own roots. I have never grown a plant from seed as cuttings root and grow very
well for me.

The stems are about 1/2” in diameter and about 23” long with an upward curve at the
ends. The flowers are only a little over one inch in diameter, and the buds are covered in
dense white hairs. These white hairs are referred to as spines.

As seen in the photos, the spines are very fine and even softer than hair. If you run
your finger over the hair, it is almost impossible to feel it as it is so soft.
To save the look of the crested plant, I take off the normal stems that grow. I pot up
them up and grow them. I have also taken a few small crested stems off and have
potted them. They also seem to root down quite easy.
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The plants have a good-sized, turnip shaped root. Sometimes the roots are in clusters,
so a larger diameter pot is needed to accommodate the roots.

Left is a cristate form of Wilcoxia schmollii. Right the flower has a delicate perfume. It’s hard to tell the
stem from the bud.

I give the plants my regular soil mix, and they hang at the cooler side of my large
hothouse. The plants are in a stream of air from a blower fan. They seem to be happy
with that amount of light. I think direct sunlight would burn the stems. With good light,
the plants grow lots of white very fine hair-like spines. In poor light, the stem shows
through. I have not had any problems with the plants enduring temperatures down to
17 F. Just make sure the plant is dry for the cold weather. I water these plants when all
the rest of the plants get watered.

This plant is in an 8” diameter pot, the stems
are about 24” long. I don’t know how many
flowers there are on the plant, as we are only
seeing one side of it. There are just as many
flowers on the other side.
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CORNER OF MY GARDEN

Photo and Text by Rich Zeh

My favorite spot in my garden is the outside of the southeast corner of my greenhouse
(30’ x 32’ x 20’ high) looking towards Camelback Mountain. My very favorite plant is the
huge Aloe ramosissima that I planted in 2001. It looms on the left side of the photo.
Next to it is, what I believe to be, a Cynanchum viminale. I thought it was some kind of
Euphorbia, but a kind woman from South African identified it for me. Unfortunately, I
have to cover the entire plant in summer with shade cloth.
A little further on are three large Espostoas. I can’t remember the species name. You
can see the tallest of all my raised beds and the steps I constructed out of large stone
blocks.

The raised bed has a large Yucca rostrata and a 16-foot tall Cardon that is growing up
through an ornamental eucalyptus. A fat-trunked blue Mexican fan palm (Brahea
armata) is on the corner of the raised bed growing under a native mesquite tree.
In the foreground, on the right, is another Aloe ramosissima in a circular raised bed
surrounded by some hybrids Aloes. On the far right is a multi-armed Espostoa (maybe
lanata).
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CALIBANUS HOOKERI

Photo and Text by Lee Brownson

Calibanus hookeri is one of my favorite succulents for a couple of reasons. It produces
a wonderful caudex, and I find it easy to grow. Who would not want a plant like that?
I have always been attracted to unique plants, and what could be more unique than a
monotypic species; i.e., only one species in the genus? When I first acquired one,
Calibanus hookeri was considered such a plant, but more about that later.

Some people shy away from unusual plants because they think unusual translates into
hard to grow. Calibanus hookeri is not like that. If I can grow one, so can you.
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Basically, I treat all of my potted plants the same way. They all grow in the same simple
growing medium of 50% native soil and 50% pumice. They all get a very small amount
of fertilizer at each watering. Calibanus don’t like direct sunlight during the Phoenix
summer so mine reside in bright shade during the entire day.
Calibanus has a very attractive cork-like caudex and a great head of hair (long, thin,
grass-like leaves). The plants are tough and hardy into the teens and are quite tolerant
of drought. They do not like to be over-watered.
A Calibanus can be quite stunning, especially in pots. The specimen pictured is in a
Mike Cone pot. The Wallace Garden had a large one growing in the ground (now at
Boyce Thompson Arboretum in the ground). They are a little harder to notice because
they look so much like a grass.
Not only does it have great looks and is easy to grow, Calibanus has an interesting
history. (I got the following information from the website of the San Marcos Nursery in
Santa Barbara, CA; a great website for succulent plant information.) This unusual plant
was first discovered around 1845 but was not described until 1859 when it was
misidentified as Dasylirion hartwegianum by Sir William Hooker at Kew. This mistake
was quickly rectified by Charles Lemaire who renamed it Dasylirion hookeri. In 1906,
Joseph Rose established the then monotypic genus Calibanus, and William Trealease
finally published the current name in 1911.
Despite these early discoveries, this plant went back into relative obscurity until it was
rediscovered in 1968 in San Luis Potosi by Charlie Glass and Robert Foster. All plants
now in cultivation were descended from this rediscovery. It turned out that the species
is fairly common on the hilltops of central Mexico and is known locally as sacamecate.
It has been used by the indigenous people for thatching roofs, as well as for scouring
dishes. The plant contains a soap-like compound in the leaves, similar to our native
Yucca elata.
The genus is named for Caliban, the ugly monster in Shakespeare's play, The Tempest.
The specific epithet honors William Hooker. Calibanus hookeri was long considered the
only species in a monotypic genus, but a second species with longer and broader blue
leaves and a much larger inflorescence bearing bigger flowers was discovered in 1995
in Guanajuato. It was named Calibanus glassianus in 2003 to honor the late Charles
Glass. Recent DNA work by by Vanessa Rojas-Piña, Mark E. Olson, Leonardo O.
Alvarado-Cárdenas, and Luis E. Eguiarte shows that Calibanus is nested squarely in
the middle of the genus Beaucarnea, making this plant's name Beaucarnea hookeri.
There is some disagreement on this treatment.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Cricket Peterson

I would like to give a big Thank You to Tom Briggs and Eric Holst for combining the
fertilizer with the pumice pile events. This event has been a huge success and a great
benefit to our membership. Hope you did not miss out on the excellent presentation by
Woody Minnich held on March 28 via Zoom. It was about Cacti in New Mexico. The
next presentation on Zoom will feature Tristan Davis on April 25 at 2 p.m. His
presentation is titled At the Cacti…Cacti-cabana!. Your Zoom link invite to the
presentation will be coming to CACSS members soon.

Tom Briggs pumice pile coordinator and Leslie Parsons-Shell filling her bucket with pumice. Photos by
Sue Hakala.

Material in the Central Spine may be reprinted by nonprofit organizations (unless such
permission is expressly denied in a note accompanying the material) provided proper
credit is given to the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society and the author,
and that one copy of the publication containing the reprinted material is sent to the
editor at cacsscentralspine@gmail.com. Reproduction in whole or part by any other
organization or publication without the permission of the publisher is prohibited.
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CENTRALAZCACTUS FB PAGE

By Michelle Schrade

I hope you’ve enjoyed this month’s postings on our Facebook page as much as I have.
Our cactus collections have awakened and rewarded us with an array of blooms,
astonishing in their variations of color and subtle delicacy. Thank you to all who took the
time to share your collections this month. Keep them coming! You can join the CAC FB
page at: https://m.facebook.com/group/cacss2
Our CentralAZCactus Facebook page has grown to over 6,300 members and had 2,420
postings in March! It is truly a global group with active members from Italy, Greece,
Pakistan, Vietnam, Mexico, and South America.
Each month a photo of a cactus and succulent posted by a CAC FB member is selected
for recognition.

Le : Cactus of the Month: Trichocereus hybrid
posted March 22 by Robert Serrano.
Succulent of the Month: Aloe marlothii posted
March 19 by Butch Gaberman.

ft
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CACSS OFFICERS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2021
Officers: President Cricket Peterson | Vice President Eric Holst | Secretary Lauren
Marks | Treasurer Nick Diomede
Members-at Large serving through December 2021: Tom Briggs | Pam Edsall |
Russ Faust | Celeste Gornick | Lois Schneberger
Members-at Large serving through December 2022: Chris Ginkel | Emily Glenn |
Joann Johnson | Barbara Macnider | Dan Smith

CACSS PROGRAM AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2021
Annual Show/Sale Chair: open
Archivist/Historian: Lois Schneberger
Audit Committee: Mike Gallagher
Central Arizona Cactus Swap and Shop Page: Chris Ginkel, Dan Smith
CSSA Representative: Mike Gallagher
Donations: open
Facebook Coordinators: Chris Ginkel, Celeste Gornick, Ken Luiten, Dan Smith, Thom
Young
Fertilizer Sales: Eric Holst
Holiday Party 2021: open
Librarians: Wendy Barrett, Nancy Mumpton
Keeping in Touch with Members: Jo Davis
Membership: Beth Kirkpatrick
Newsletter: Sue Hakala
2021 Auction Chair: open
Plant Rescue: Lee Brownson
Private Plant Sales at meetings: Sue Tyrrel
Programs and Room Setup: Javier Gurrola
Propagation Education Group (PEG): Tristan Davis
Pumice Sales: Tom Briggs
Refreshments: Maggie and Amanda Hines
Website: Beth Kirkpatrick
Website Technical Assistance: Anna Rosa Lampis
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SPECIALISTS TO CONTACT WITH QUESTIONS
Wendy Barrett Nancy Mumpton
Co-librarians for CACSS collection.

Dan Smith
Specializes in Adenium, raising
Adeniums from seed, grafting and
Adenium culture in general, and comanages the Facebook page and
CACSS Swap and Shop page.

Tom Briggs
Manages the pumice pile.
Nicky Davis
Manages the Seed Depot.

Bob Torrest
Specializations include desert
landscaping, unusual (including rare
fruit) trees and shrubs, Aloes, Agaves,
and columnar cacti.

Tristan Davis
Specializations include plant
propagation, and heading PEG
(Propagation Education Group).

Sue Tyrrel
Manages selling at meetings.

Doug Dawson
Specializations include growing from
seed, flora of Namibia, Lithops, other
Mesembs, Melocactus, and miniature
cacti and succulents of Arizona.

Send comments, suggestions and
submissions to
cacsscentralspine@gmail.com

Chris Ginkel
Co-manages the Facebook page and
CACSS Swap and Shop page.
Eric Holst
Manages the fertilizer program.
Beth Kirkpatrick
Manages the website
Anna Rosa Lampis provides technical
support.
Ken Luiten
Manages the Instagram page.
Dean Patrick
Specializations in softwood stemcuttings, plant division and seed
starting, rooting cacti, Agave and Aloe.
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